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NON-HYDRODYNAMIC CONTRIBUTION TO THE CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF 

THE SELF DIFFUSION OF INTERACTING BROWNIAN MACROPARTICLES - 

Recened 6 August 1982 

The generalized Langewn equauon and the srauonary requirement for an squdlbrmm s>~tsm _uc wed 10 c~lculatc the 
modlflcatlon of the self (tracer) dlffuslon corffuxnt by dwct mterawons In Ihc absence of h\drodd\namrL, thl. mod~f~c.~cwn 
of D, IS equal to the prelqously predtcted modifuxuon of the muwal-dlffuslon coeffwem D, h?. the-wne effect though D, 1s 

also modllied by chrect mteracllons m another \\a> The effect treated here ma> oe ~le\\sd as hemp rl change III rhs generalwed 
Smoluchowskl equauon m which rhc free-parrlcle dlffuslon coefficlem Do IS replaced b> a dresicd dlffucron coefftcwm. and nox 
as bemg a memon-function effect in the comentlonal gcnerahzed Smolucho*shi equauon 

1. Introduction 

In a suspension of interacting brownian molecules_ there are t\\o operationall> dlstmct. numerlcall~ 
unequal, diffusion coefficients. One of these. the mutual-diffusion coefficxxxt. On,_ describes the relaumn 
of a concentration gradient. The other. the self-diffiision coefficient 4. chxxterlzes the motion of 

individual partxles through a uniform solution_ These coefficients hale been argued [e.g. ref [ 11) to be 
related via the generalized Stokes-Einstein equation 

D,,, = D,( ~~/~c)~~ T( 1 - +)/K,T. (1) 

where ( &,I~c),,~ T is the osmotic compressibility. 9 ts the solute Lolume fracnon. and KB is Boltzmsnn‘s 
constant For soluttons of macromolecules in whxh D,,,, D, and r ma> be obtsmed from quasi-elastic light 
scattering, tracer dlffuslon and equilibrium centrifugation studies respectlvsl>. rq ( 1) agrees xx lrh elperi- 
ment to better than 5% [2,3]. 

Recently. several theoretical studies have argued [4-61 that eq (1) ought not be correct. tn that there dre 
physical effects which modify the self-diffusion coefficient but not the mutual-diffusion coefflcicnr One 
writes 

0, = KG/f,. D,,, = ( W&)pO ~(1- +)/A,- (2) 

For this discussion, it is convenient to divide all intermacromolecular forces mto two types- the direct 
interactions (e.g. the hard-sphere potential) and the solvent-medtated. velocity-dependent. h>drod>namlc 
interacttons. In a model system with no hydrodynamic forces. it was predicted by Ackerson [J]. Dieterich 
and Peschel [5]. and Marqusee [6] that the friction factor fS of the self-diffusion coefflclcnt is modlfled b> 
direct interactions However, these workers found that direct interactions do not modif! the friction factor 
f, of the mutual-dlffuslon coefficient unless hydrodynamic interactions are present. In contrast. kxith a 
different approach this author has argued that direct Interactions do modify in, elen If hydrodynamic 
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mteracttons are absent [7]. If different effects contrrbured to f, and to f,,,. one would expect that f. and f,,, 
could not m general be equal. as IS imphed by eq. (1) 

This recent work on the fnction factorsf should be contrasted with classtcal studres on the diffusion of 
browman molecules [S]. in which direct interactrons were assumed to contribute the thermodynamic factor 
to 0, and provide the statisttcal weighting factor for the (distance-dependent) hydrodynamic mteractions. 
but were assumed not to make a contributton separate from the hydrodynamic one to the frrctron factory. 
(A histonc exception is provided by the work of Mazo [9]. who used the Kirkwood fluctuatton-drsstpation 
formula for/to compute the effect of a screened electrostatic interactton on f,. Perhaps because this worb 
was applied to the diffusion of mtcelles rather than covalently bonded polymers. it has largely been 
overlooked. More recently. Deuhn [IO] and this author [l l] have treated the non-hydrodynamtc contribu- 
tion of direct mteracttons to the viscosity and the Stokes’ law drag coeffrcrent.) 

The purposes of thrs paper are: first, to show that the previously obtained non-hydrodynamic 
contribution to f, also appears in f, and. second. to show thdt the results of refs [4-7,l I] are m fact 
conststent with each other. Sectton 2 of this paper presents our general calculation. the results are discussed 
in section 3. 

2. Method and calculation 

Our approach IS based on the generalized Langevin equation 

Mdq(r)/dr= -/u,(r)-v,kt”+F,(r), (3) 

c, being the velocrty of particle I, f bemg Its drag coefficient. W v being the total potential energy of the 
macroparttcles, and F,(r) being the fluctuating force on macroparticle I due to rts interactrons wrth the 
adJoining solvent molecules. F, has some very short correlation time in, which corresponds to the shortest 
trmes over which the drag force is described by the - fu,( I) term. rn should not be confused with the much 
longer time ~a = m/f which IS the relaxatton time for the partrcle velocity_ The distinction between ru and 
7B IS treated m more detail by Rice and Gray [12] 

Comentional expenmental techniques, such as diaphragm diffusion and light-scattering spectroscopy, 
are limited to times r B 10 ns. Over these relatively long penods, the inertia of a brownian particle is 
negligible, so that eq. (3) may be rewritten 

o,(r)=%,(r)+%(t). (4) 

where by defuutron u,,(t) = - v,W‘/f an d t.*,(t) =r;;(t>/f, the overstroke “--” denoting the effect of 
the fluctuating force F, over a period sufficiently long that the frequency dependence of the drag coefficient 
f is unimportant. For an equtltbnum system, stattonarity appears to require that eq. (4) be equally valid at 
all times, mcluding t = 0. It IS sometimes [13] asserted that eq. (4) 1s not valid at t = 0. since the brownian 
particles require some initial time to achieve their drift velocity u,_ It 1s here preferred to assume that the 
system was created at some trme z -=E 0, so the particles’ drift velocities at I = 0 were attained during the 
moments before r = 0. This assumption requires that the interparticle forces change appreciably only over 
times much longer than ~a, a condition whrch almost always obtains 

The use of the form - v,W” to represent the intermacropartrcle force imphes that the interpartrcle 
potential 1s dtfferentrable everywhere. This requirement is satisfied by any physical system, but not by a 
model hard-sphere suspensron. However, if one views a hard sphere as a limiting case of a differentiable 
potential, and if f is large enough that the condrtrons of the previous paragraph are still satisfied. the results 
of this paper would still be relevant. 

The work presented here rests on a careful analysis of the correlations between the brownian and 



mteractive veloctties un and t), at the same and dtfferent times. One often cncountcrs the Glssertron th.tt 
these veloctties are always uncorrelated. because the interp,trttcle force depends on the relatt\c posrtronc of 
the particles. while m the absence of hydrodynamic mteracttons the fluctu,tting sohent-colutc force f;(r) I\ 
mdependent of the particle positions. so that 

(U”,(~)%(T)) = 0 

One does clearly have 

(t-,(r)> = (%(f)> = (%(I)> = 0 

(5) 

(the brackets “( >” denoting an ensemble avenge) because the fluid ds a \\ hole has rotatronal rsotrop> For 

the calculations below. one IS interested in averages t&en \\rth a gr\cn untral configur.ltwn of the 

macroparticles. since c,, is only non-vanishing if one specifies the macroparticle confrguratron. .~\n .t\cr.rgr 
over the posttions and momenta of the sobent molecules for d ftxed macroparttcle confrgur,~tron I\ J 
sub-ensemble average (hereinafter denoted “-” ) oler J. part of the system’s canomcal rnwmble 

From time reversal Invariance, 

u,(r) = o_ u*,(r) = - v,wt. (7) 

On combming eqs. (7) and (4). there follows the surprising result 

o,,(z) = -01,(r) = v,W’/f. (E) 

Eq (8) at first sight seems inconststent with the stattsttcal mdependence of the particle pos~uons and the 
random force F,( t ). A proper interpretation of a result equtvalent to eq (S) u ds first prr-4rnrsd i_-n Batchrlor 
[ 141. As the explanation is somewhat involved. \\‘e first she\\ in general how a non-umform part& densit! 
leads at later times to correlations between parttcle postttons and parttcle broanian \eloctttes. The 
drscussion ~111 then be spectalized to the case of a solutton of mteractin g bro\\man particles Constdsr the 
set of particles which at time f he in some surface S Since then \eloctt>-\elocit> corr&tion tune 11~s the 
non-zero value TV. at a time I - E, c 6~ rrr. the particles must ha\ e been located a\\ a> from S b> dtstances of 
order --ELL Thus, particles in S at time t. which are moving to the left. must at r - c hale been found to the 
right of S, and vice versa. If at I - c each particle had an equal hhrhhood of ha\mg a leftwards or 
rightwards velocity. and if at I - e the densities of parttclss on the left and rtght srdss of S were cqu.li. rhsn 

at time I one would expect an isotroprc dtstrrbutron of \elocrtres for the partrclrts l\mg \\rthin S 
Contrarywse. if at time I - c each parttcle had an equal lihelihood of haltn, 0 d left\\ .trds or rtphtwdrds 
velocity. but if at I - c there were more particles on one stde of S than on the other. then at tulle I one 
would fmd a net flux of particles within S: particles ~oould be found mo\mg from the region of higher 
concentration to the region of lower concentratton more often than m the other directron. _A non-uniform 
position distribution at I - e. even when coupled to an isotropic \elocny dtstrtbutton .II I - E. results m &I 
non-tsotropic velocity distribution at a later time I 

In a suspenston of mteracting brownian particles_ the LY-particle spatial-distriburron functton is not &I 
constant; rather, the likelihood of finding a pair of parttcles some dtstancc apart is detcrmmed b? the 
Boltzmann factor exp( -_PfV’ ). If the particle densit! around some point is non-uniform_ then JI later 
times 7. r < 7 < ~a, the browman velocrties ca will become correlated \\rth the rnittal non-umfornuttes m the 
particle density_ The points where the particle denstty gradients ‘we non-zero. ‘md hence u here the pnrttcls 
positions and brownian velocities are correlated. are precisely the points xxhcre -’ tV is non-\anishmg. From 
the second equation of (7), these are also precisely the points where the tnterxtivs velocity L‘, is non-zero. A 
quantitative relation between the tnteracttve velocity and the sub-cnsetnbls ,I\ erage bra\\ mnn 1 sioctt\ then 
follows either from a detailed calculatton or from stationarity. Ii the Boltztnann statistical \xc~ght is to be 
independent of tune. the rate at which the tnteractile veloctt> creates concentration gradients nlust e~ctl> 
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cancel the rate at which the sub-ensemble average brownian velocity relaxes those same concentration 
gradients, as will occur if eq. (8) is correct. 

In applying this argument to a solutton of interacting particles, one must require that the surface S 
moves wrth the local drift velocity u,_ In the argument of the preceding paragraph. one might be tempted to 
say that one has a “non-equilibnum” distributron for the brownian velocrty because one first had a 
” non-equilibrtum” density distribution for the particles. However, this paper IS concerned only wrth 
equilibrium systems. Properly speaking, eq. (8) gives an equihbrium correlation between macroparticle 
positions and the brownian component of the macropartrcle velocrty 

Several other properties of the browman velocity are worth noting. As has been emphasized by Pusey 
[ 151 tn a dtlute system o,(r) [and therefore, from our arguments. also -m] 1s much less than o&t). so If 
one writes 

u~(r)=Dgo+6lJ&). (9) 

in general o,(t) = 60,(f). For non-interacting particles in the absence of an external potential. ua(f ) = 0 
and u,(r) = 6u,(r). Furthermore, from eq. (4) ua is defined to be the difference between the total velocity 
of the particle (which 1s odd under time reversal) and the interactive veloctty of the particle (which is 
defined tn terms of the particle posttions, and hence is even under time reversal)_ so u,(r) IS a vanable 
without defmlte time reversal parity. 

Having exhrbited the correlation between the brownian and interactive veloctties. the self-diffusion 
coefftcient of a suspension of interacting browman particles is now calculated. The self (tracer) diffusion 
coefficient D, describes the motion of labelled solute molecules through a background of unlabelled but 
otherwise identrcal solute molecules, the experiment being so arranged that the total concentratton of solute 
molecules 1s everywhere the same. D, may be related to the ensemble average displacement r of a typical 
labelled solute molecule during the time interval At 

6D,Ar = (]r]‘)_ (10) 

If At is too small, or so large that the increase in ]r]’ is obstructed by the walls of the container. D, 1s no 
longer a simple constant_ Since r is the integral of the particle velocity i;(r). one has 

6D,r = (11) 

The velocrty correlation function in (11) depends only on ihe time mterval f = s1 - s,_ Substitution of eq. 
(4) into eq. (11) gives 

Here the low-frequency (r --, co) hmrt is considered. Substitution of eqs. (4). (8) and (9) into (12) leads to 

1 
Ds=% 

(j 
_m dru,(0)~u,(~)+j~_d~u,(O)~u,(+jgmdru,(O)~u,(r) 

+ jm ~T[-ul(0).ul(T) +8u8(0)w1(T) tu*(0)*&)l). (13) 
--m 

In eq. (13), the first and fourth terms of the right-hand-side cancel. The third term has a correlation time 
mu: since 5a is typically much less than us, the third term is negligible by comparison with the stxth. In 
interpreting the fifth term, the induced flow of the solute does not result in stress fluctuations in the 
solvent, so this term must vanish for r < 0. The inverse does occur; brownian motion can move particles 
into conftgurattons in which u1 * 0. The fifth term therefore does not vanish for T > 0, time translation 



invariance permits a merger of the second and fifth terms. Invoking the defmition (2) off. in terms of 0,. 
one fmds 

o,(O)*u,(r)dr+ 2/O dr uB(t).t,(0) 
--3o 

From the usual theory of brownian motion for particles without hydrodynamic mteractions. 

SO 

D=D + 0 d~(~dfb,(W - 1 
The final integral in eq (16) represents the modtftcation of the self-dtffunon coefftctent by direct 

mteracttons. This integral is identical to the one previously obtained in ref. [7] for the modiftcation of the 
fraction factor of the mutual-dtffuston coefficient by direct interactions_ For the specific case of particles 
with a weak gaussian mteraction such that their radial distribution function g(r) IS 

g(r) = I+ B,, exp( - rz/r~)/8r3”, (17) 

it was found that 

dtug(r).c,(O) 
> 

= -0.3917D&,]g(O) - I]/S&. 

where Q = cV, c is the macroparttcle number concentration. V= 4]B,]r: ts the effective ~olurne of a particle. 
B,, is an interaction strength parameter, and r,, IS an effective range for the mterdctton. [The dispute 
between ref. [7] and refs. [4-61 over the modiftcation off,, by direct interactions could be said to invob e a 
disagreement as to whether that modiftcatton is given by the final integral in eq (16) or by the similar form 

(19) 

the double sum being over all N particles in the system. This double sum ma) be argued to vanish 
identically. If (19) were the correct form. it would appear that direct mteractions \\ould not modif~f,. It 1s 
not presently disputed that eqs. (16) and (17) lead to eq. (18)-l 

3. Discussion 

In the above, a Langevin-type approach has been used to calculate the contribution of direct interactions 
to the self-diffusion coefflclent D,_ It was found that direct interactions lead to a concentration dependence 
of D, even tf there are no hydrodynamic forces present. This result is in qualitative agreement \\ith the 
results of Maze [9] and Marqusee and Deutch [16]. who found from fluctuation-dissipation and Mori 
theory arguments that direct interactions lead to a concentration dependence of D, e\en if hydrodynamic 
forces are not considered. Our results differ from those presented previously in that this paper used a 
Langevin-type approach, similar to that used by Pusey and Tough [13]. rather than the ~eneralired 
Smoluchowski equation 

iYP( rN, t)/at = c [Dcv,’ - v,I’;/f] P(r”. t). (20) 
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A qualitative image of the mechamsm whereby dtrect interacttons reduce the self-diffuston coefftcient 
may be of some Interest. In the absence of direct interactions. the Langevin model mdtcates that each 
parttcle IS acted on by a drag force -_fu and a fluctuating force F,(t). If one adds direct interactions 
between nergboring brownian macroparticles. a brownian particle i which attempts to move a substantial 
distance suffers encounters with its neighbors Through these encounters, the fluctuating force 4 on the 
movmg pxtlcle IS effectively dispersed over some number 11 of neighbors. so that the particle motion IS 

opposed by ~1 drag coefficient = rrf, re d ucing the dtsplacement of the parttcle form the dtsplacement which 

it would have expertenced tf direct interactions had not been present. This reststance to the motton of a 
particle is rather like the “cage model” of Pusey [ 151. By symmetry. parttcle I, while dtspersing the force F, 
of itself over 11 neighbors, will also on the average receive a fraction l/11 of the random forces F, - - - F,, on 
each of its neighbors_ Since the random forces F, . . F,. F, are uncorrelated. the total force on partrcle I 
grows only as )I’/‘. m contrast to the total drag coefficient. which is proportional to II’_ The self-dtffusion 
coefficient D, depends on the mean-square ratio of the force to the drag coefftctent. so one quahtatively 
predicts D = tt -‘. For the spectal case in which the “rnterparticle” interaction IS a covalent bond. this 

predtction is exact. In the absence of hydrodynamtc interactions. the diffusion coefficient of an tr-mer IS 
expected to be precisely l/rr of the diffusion coefficient of the correspondmg monomer. 

An alternattve explanation for part of the failure of refs. [4-61 to identify any contribution of direct 
interactions tof,,, may lie tn the calculational basis used m some of that work. Rcfs [4-61 are in part based 
on the generahzed Smoluchowski equation (20). The generalized Smoluchowskt equation was originally 
used to calculate the diffusion of macroparticles in the presence of rigid walls and constant external 
potentials, as encountered_ e g m the sedimentatton problem [ 171. In these onginal papers. the movement 
of a gtven browman parttcle has no effect on the positton of walls or the spatial dependence of the external 
potential. so the walls and potentials were fixed and determinate. In a soluuon of Interacting brownian 
particles, the motion of each particle can affect the motions of the other particles. so that the potenttal 
encountered by a dtffusmg parttcle 1s not a determinate function of that particle’s path in space. The 
consequences of this difference may be seen by calculating the initial slope of the dynamic structure factor 
S(k. I) measured by light-scattermg spectroscopy, either by using the generalized Smoluchoswki equation 

or by using the Langevin equation 

ik.i;,,(l) 
1) 

_ 

Eq. (22) is the same as eq. (20) or ref. [7]. These equations would agree with each other if one had 

D,k’ =/lds[k-“8,(S)k-08,(z) +kv+,(x)k-u,,(t)]. 
0 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

However, in eq (21) Do has consistently been interpreted as the bare diffusion coefftcient of eq. (15), while 
from (23) one concludes that the D,, of the generalized Smoluchowski equation 1s properly a “dressed” 
diffusion coefficient, in Bhtch the duect interacttons have perturbed the dtffusron rate. Calculattons based 
on the generalized Smoluchowski equation and the identiftcatton of D, as the free-particle dtffuston 
coefficient should therefore predict that the effect treated here does not contribute to f,,_ 
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